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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a telemetry system for a high-powered rocket entered in the Intercollegiate
Rocket Engineering Competition hosted by the Experimental Sounding Rocket Association. Onboard the rocket GPS coordinates, acceleration, magnetic field and lux readings are collected, along
with other data. The data is sent between internal systems using commercial Internet-of-Things
boards that utilize IEEE 802.11 wireless protocols. The aggregated data is transmitted to a ground
station through a monopole transmitting antenna and custom designed helical receiving antenna
such that in the event of a crash, data is not lost. The ground station data recovery is performed
using a commercial XBee transceiver, before being displayed in real time for tracking and safety
purposes, and stored for future data analysis. The target apogee is 9 km, so real time GPS data will
be useful for both tracking and vehicle recovery operations.
INTRODUCTION
Rocket Design Team (RDT) constructs a high-powered rocket for the Intercollegiate Rocket Engineering Competition (now Spaceport America Cup) each year. The main objective of the competition is to launch a four kilogram payload as close as possible to a target altitude of 9.2 km and
recover the rocket in a state where it can be launched again without repair.
RDT’s initial design for 2017 used a motor-fed staging system. It differs from a normal twostage rocket because there is no separation of the bottom half of the rocket. The first motor simply
slides out with a recovery system. The distinction is illustrated in Figure 1. The electronics were
designed and finished for this system, but design, manufacturing, and propulsion could not finish
in time. A new single stage system was designed and the electronics were altered to work in
nearly the same way. Both uses are included in this paper. The Spaceport America test launch was
scheduled for June 24, 2017. We plan to describe the results of the competition in a future paper.
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Figure 1: Differences Between Stagings

In previous years, if the rockets crashed the SD card holding all of its telemetry data would
be crushed. Even when the rocket did not crash, very little data was written (usually only max
altitude) because no effort had been made to make a telemetry system. Most importantly when
the rockets reached high altitudes, they drifted into the desert and it was challenging to locate
and recover them. For the 2017 competition the RDT decided to fix the problem by transmitting
data to the ground through an on-board antenna, measuring four different sensors worth of data
(lux, acceleration, magnetic field strength, gyro), and adding a GPS module for finding the rocket
afterward.
Four electronics bays were designed for the motor fed system. To log which parts of the rocket
were working, a client-server relationship was set up between the bays. Because of the complexity
of the system and need for Wi-Fi connectivity, the Raspberry Pi 3 was selected for 3 of the bays.
The Raspberry Pi 3 is able to run an entire Internet of Things (IoT) operating system, support
4 USB devices, support up to 40 General-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) connected modules, and
send audio to speakers through an audio jack. To have a back-up board tested in case of Raspberry
Pi 3 failure, the fourth bay used an ESP8266 micro-controller board6 which has Wi-fi capability,
but is unable to run a full IoT operating system.
IOT COMMUNICATION FOR MOTOR-FED DESIGN
A.

Bay 1: Determining Motor 1 Burnout

The proper time to eject the first motor is right after all of its propellant has been fired. Before
the first motor is ejected and the second motor is slid down, electronics must detect a decrease in
acceleration. RDT decided to accomplish this by connecting an accelerometer to the Raspberry
Pi 3 also in Bay 1. The team selected an accelerometer module with multiple accelerometers attached, so that if some did not work well, others could be used. The selected board quadrupled
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as an MPU6000, MPU6050, MPU9250, and MPU9255. All of these models also work as magnetometers and gyros.
The team selected the Python programming language because open source libraries were plentiful for sensors. The code used for this project targeted the MPU9255. Features for the MPU9255
are listed in Figure 2.
Figure 2: MPU9255 Technical Specs

The python code for the MPU9255 first imports external python libraries which provide the
tools for communicating over I2C, use math functions like square root, use timers, use separate
threads, communicate over serial, communicate over networks, and play sound. The code then
enables I2C, stores the accelerometer/gyro address, and stores the magnetometer address. Note
the accelerometer and gyro I2C addresses are the same, but the magnetometer address is different.
The power management mode, user control mode, and interrupt pin configuration are set up so the
sensors are given power and can be read from at default speed.
The data from the accelerometer, gyro, and magnetometer comes in two byte chunks. The team
is not concerned with the byte value of the data, but what the decimal value is. So the code reads
in the two bytes and converts them to decimal.
Since the MPU9255 gives the acceleration, gyro position, and magnetic field strength in a
coordinate direction, it is useful to take the magnitude of the combined directions. RDT used the
3-dimensional distance function to do so.
The read functions are called to get raw data. The accelerometer data is then scaled as an understandable value in g’s (where 1 g = 9.8 m/s2 ) in each coordinate direction. The distance function
combines all of the coordinate directions into a single magnitude in g’s. The same procedure can
be done to read gyro and magnetometer data.
When the magnitude of the acceleration realized by the sensor exceeds 5 g, a boolean value
checking if the rocket has launched turns to true. When the acceleration drops under 5 g’s the
rocket is losing acceleration and therefore the first motor is burning out. After a short time delay,
the client board triggers a relay to ignite a black powder charge to push the second motor down
and eject the first motor.
The relay used was modeled after a commercially available product10 , but was redesigned to fit
in a smaller volume and uses a 3.3 Volt relay. When the control pin is turned on, the relay opens.
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The opening of the relay closes the ignition circuit which lights an electronic match connected on
another header. RDT took out the IoT board header on the relay board and just soldered wires to
the through-hole resistors to save space. The final relay board design is shown in Figure 3. The
printed and soldered board is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3: Relay Board Design

Figure 4: Printed Relay Board Connected

B.

Bay 2: Recovery of Motor 1

To protect from parachutes being deployed while the first motor is still in the rocket, it is critical
to have independent measurements that the motor has separated from the rocket. RDT decided to
check the amount of light and the altitude.
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When the first motor is inside the rocket, there is less light. When the first motor is outside
the rocket, there is more light. We selected a light sensor7 that can give lux values between .1
and 40,000, runs on 2.7-3.6 Volts, and can withstand temperatures between -30 and 80 degrees C.
Communication is done via I2C.
The light sensor was connected to the micro-processor in bay 4, and programmed using a
variant of the C++ programming language. Libraries for the ESP8266 micro-controller need to be
installed for the code to compile.
Again the team imports the necessary libraries for communicating over Wi-fi, using the light
sensor, and communicate over I2C. Then the team’s code initializes global objects which represent
the Wi-fi functionalities of the microcontroller and the features of the light sensor. The gain and
delay (in milliseconds) is also initialized globally. The gain is dependent on the application, but
for the rocket’s purposes 16 is a good value. There is no need for a delay in this application, so by
default it is set as 0.
Next the code sets up a debug serial session at 115200 baud rate. To make sure the code is
working as expected Serial.print can be placed at points in the code to see if the code is reaching
that particular line of code. The last bit of configuration is looking for the light sensor and identify
it if found. If the light sensor is not attached, the code will continue after printing the error.
In the main loop variables are set up to store the raw data received from the light sensor. The
loop waits for data from the lux sensor and when it receives the data it stores it. If no data can be
pulled, the error is recorded and printed to the serial connection. Again the code converts the raw
data from the sensor to an actual lux value. If the transition from raw data to lux data cannot be
done, the boolean good will be set to false and “BAD” will be printed via serial. Otherwise the lux
value is stored and “Good” is printed via serial.
If the lux is less than 100, the sensor is in the rocket. If the lux is greater than 100, the sensor
is outside of the rocket.
An altitude check is also important because if the parachute is deployed at too high of an
altitude, the first motor will float far away. There is also no use deploying the parachute at too low
of an altitude because the parachute will shred and be wasted. A previously tested altimeter8 was
selected for this check. Figure 5 shows the features of the altimeter.
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Figure 5: Entacore Altimeter Features

There is no coding necessary to use the altimeter. When it is plugged into a laptop or desktop,
the altitude range desired can be input.
C.

Bay 3: Motor 2 Ignition Bay

Bay 3 is responsible for checking that motor 2 is in place and then igniting motor 2. To check
that motor 2 is in place Rocket Design Team decided to put a magnet near the bottom of the rocket.
When motor 2 slides down, it comes closer to the magnet and so the magnetic field increases.
Using the MPU9255 in the same way mentioned in Bay 1 allows the detection to occur. After a
small time delay, the MPU9255 opens a relay which ignites the second motor.
D.

Bay 4: Nosecone Master Bay

All client bays would send their logs and data to master Raspberry Pi 3 in the nosecone. The
master Raspberry Pi 3 is running a TCP server. In addition, for redundancy in telemetry information, an IMU9 is attached to the Pi. The IMU gathers acceleration, pressure, gyro, and magnetic
field on a single chip. A monopole antenna hooked up to an XBee transmitter plugs into the Pi via
USB. The data can be written to the transmitter via serial UART. A helical antenna on the ground
has an Xbee receiver and compiles the data.
Actual Implementation in Single Stage Rocket
Since the checks and ignitions are no longer needed in a single stage rocket, the telemetry
system described above was converted to one where the data is just logged. Two bays were used
instead of four. In a coupler in the middle of the rocket, the MPU9255 is hooked up to a Raspberry
Pi 3 and the light sensor is hooked up to the ESP8266 microcontroller board. Both boards send
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their data to the nosecone bay. The nosecone bay has the Raspberry Pi 3 running the TCP server,
collection from the IMU, and sending the data to the ground station via the monopole antenna.
ANTENNA
The antenna system consists of two parts: A small monopole antenna on a low-power transmitter
in the nosecone of the rocket, and a large high-gain helical antenna at a ground station. Operating
on the 900 MHz ISM band, and partially surrounded by structural steel, the system is not exactly
ideal for transmitting long distances, but should be powerful enough to transmit data to a ground
station from over 30,000 feet away according to RDT’s link budget.
The antenna system in the nose is quite simple. It consists of an XBee 900MHz radio module1 2
connected to a small rubber duck antenna via RP-SMA connector. The radio module transmits at
a maximum power of 50 mW, which is low power but gives us enough power to work with. This
antenna1 1 is vertically polarized with approximately 2 dBi gain. Unfortunately, as shown in Figure
6 below, the antenna is placed near several plates of 14 in. steel in the nosecone. This design limits
the antenna’s ability to transmit in the direction of the plate, although it does radiate in all other
directions.
Figure 6: Monopole Antenna in Rocket Bay

On the ground, there is a slightly more complicated antenna system to receive the data. The
receiving radio module is the same as the one in the nosecone. It has -100 dBm sensitivity and
communicates with a receiving computer via serial connection. From the radio module, there is a
10 ft. pigtail cable1 3 of LMR-200 with RP-SMA connected to the radio, and an N-Type connector
that goes to a bulkhead on the antenna. This cable claims to have a 2.9 dB insertion loss and 1.0
dB distance loss at 900 MHz. The antenna itself, shown in Figure 7, is a custom-built 10-turn
helical antenna that should give approximately 15 dBi of directivity. The antenna consists of a
large length of insulated 12 gauge SWG wire wrapped around a treated cellulose tube. At the base,
the wire is connected to the N-Type bulkhead in the center of the ground plane, the ground plane
being a 43 wavelength diameter copper plate. To provide an optimal helical antenna geometry1 ,
the antenna windings have a circumference of 1.1 wavelengths and a winding separation of one
quarter wavelength.
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Figure 7: Helical Antenna

A helical antenna was chosen for several desirable qualities. First, once the rocket reaches
apogee and deploys its parachute, the nosecone and the transmitting antenna will be tumbling in
an unknown orientation. If the antenna settles into an undesirable orientation, cross-polarization
losses could exceed 20 dB, an unacceptable amount. With the helical antenna, the transmission
will have a steady 3 dB of loss from a linearly polarized transmitter, regardless of transmitter
orientation4 . Second, the helical antenna is simple to construct. The most difficult part of construction was finding a properly sized shape to wrap the wire around, everything else was comparatively easy. Third, high gain helical antennas are fairly tolerant to error in construction and setup.
To help compensate for any imperfections in antenna construction, an antenna with a relatively
high half-power beamwidth and bandwidth was deemed important, and helical antennas fit that
bill5 .
However, there are also several drawbacks to using a helical antenna. Most importantly, the
characteristic impedance of a helical antenna is 140 Ohm, and the coaxial cable we obtained is 50
Ohm. Many solutions were considered, such as baluns, pi networks, and commercial impedancematching solutions. We chose an approach2 that involves adding a wide conductive strip at the
base of the wire a certain distance from the ground plane to satisfactorily match the impedances.
However, a spiraling conductive strip proved difficult to mount mechanically to the wire near the
reflector. Spectrum analysis of the completed antenna showed a VSWR of around 2:1 at 900 MHz.
This VSWR may prove problematic for receiving very weak signals, but hopefully the link budget
will account for this extra loss.
Early on in research for antennas, a link budget was made to determine the feasibility of receiving a 50 mW signal from almost 6 miles away. Using a modified logarithmic form of the
Friis Energy Equation (Eq. 1), and a conservative estimate for receiver sensitivity (which was not
known at the time), it was determined that an antenna with moderately high gain would be able to
receive the signal.
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PRX = PT X + GT X − LT X − LF S − LM + GRX − LRX

(1)

where PRX is received power (dBm), PT X is transmitter output power (dBm), GT X is transmitter antenna gain (dBi), LT X is transmitter losses (coax, connectors...) (dB), LF S is path loss,
usually free space loss (dB), LM is miscellaneous losses (fading margin, body loss, polarization
mismatch, other losses...) (dB), GRX is receiver antenna gain (dBi), and LRX is receiver losses
(coax, connectors...) (dB). The path loss can be approximated with (Eq. 2).


distance
(2)
LF S (dB) = 20 log10 4π
wavelength
where distance and wavelength are in the same units.3 With this equation, the following link
budget was constructed, following project design and construction.
Positive Factors
1. Transmitter Power: 17 dBm (50 mW)
2. Transmitter Directivity: 2 dBi
3. Receiver Directivity: 15 dBi
Negative Factors
1. Path Losses: 112 dB (30,000 feet at 900 MHz)
2. Feedline Losses: 4 dB
3. Polarization Mismatch: 3 dB
This ideally gives us around -85 dBm of power, which is within the receiver’s -100 dBm sensitivity. That allows us about 15 dB of link budget to account for antenna inefficiencies, VSWR
mismatch, fast data transfer, and any other losses we might encounter. However, the XBee modules use a networking protocol without error correction mechanisms, so packets of data must be
received in full or no data gets received. This means that connections very near the limit of receiver
sensitivity will not be received. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the effective sensitivity may be
closer to -80 dBm, giving us a link budget of only 5 dB to account for other losses.
CONCLUSIONS
The design, construction and testing of the telemetry system has been completed. The team looks
forward to testing the design at IREC 2017 (June 24, 2017). A later edition of the paper will supply
and analyze the results.
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